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The board is delivered in a gift box, 
with screws and plugs



SIMPLE NORDIC STYLE 
This product range offers exciting materials, shapes 
and colours with many options for storage as well as 
decoration. Especially developed in a simple Nordic style, 
all materials, surfaces and colours are selected with  
inspiration from nature. 

These uniquely shaped design products can be mixed  
and matched in many possible combinations to fit any 
interior style.

MAGNETIC CIRCLE BOARDS 
A magnetic circle board, makes it possible to combine 
simple Nordic style and functionality. All the boards are 
magnetic, which allows you to attach various accessories 
onto the board with our super-strong magnets.

The glass boards also have a write-on/wipe-off function. 
You can write on the glass with a chalk marker or a regular 
whiteboard marker, and once the text has dried, you can easily 
wipe the board clean with a chalkboard eraser or a dry cloth.

INSPIRATION FROM NATURE 
NAGA magnetic circle boards in a great variety of materials, 
surfaces, sizes and colours. The boards are produced 
from natural materials, so the exactly identical colour and 
structure from board to board can’t be guaranteed.

We have prepared a guide for the care and maintenance of 
the boards, so it can last for a long time. Please note that 
the boards is affected by daylight and wear.

.

Easy installation instructions

4.
Screw in the screw.

5.
Hang the board on the screw. You’re 
finished! Your board is ready for use.

3.
Insert the raw plug into the hole.

1.
There is a metal back on the board. 
The back plate is provided with 4 holes. 
One hole is for hanging and the other 
holes are simply to ensure that the 
board hangs flat on the wall.

2.
Mark the location on the wall and 
drill a hole.

How to care
WOOD BOARDS:
NAGA wood boards are made of high-quality plywood. Plywood is a natural material and 
there will therefore be natural variations in the surface texture and colour. The surface is 
affected by light, and over time it will change texture and colour. Always use microfibre 
cloths for maintenance and cleaning. They are soft and will not damage the surface.
There are 2 different types of NAGA Nord wood boards:
OAK: This is a soap-treated board that should be maintained using a damp cloth with 
soap flakes dissolved in water.
WALNUT: This is a lacquered board that can simply be wiped clean with water. Use a 
slightly damp cloth.

GLASS BOARDS:
In addition to the magnetic function, coloured and printed glass boards also have a 
write-on/wipe-off function. You can write on the glass with a chalk marker or a regular 
whiteboard marker, and once the text has dried, you can easily wipe the board clean with 
a chalkboard eraser or a dry cloth.  For thorough cleaning, use whiteboard cleaner or a 
soft cloth. It is important you use a soft cloth to avoid scratching the glass.

Please note!
Only Super Strong magnets and accessories can be used on NAGA magnetic 
boards. There is a wide range of specially designed super strong magnetic 
NAGA accessories.

Super Strong Magnets



Magnetic Circle Boards
All boards are magnetic, allowing you to attach various accessories onto the board with our super strong magnets.
The glass boards also have a write on/wipe off function.

450 mm. diameter

1000 mm. diameter350 mm. diameter

100 mm. diameter

70792 Walnut veneer70790 Oak veneer70602 White glass70601 Black glass

70460 Jeans glass 70450 Olive glass70510 Classic marble glass

70850
100 mm.
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Oak veneer
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

70803 
100 mm. 
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Olive glass
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

70802
100 mm.
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Jeans glass
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

70801
100 mm.
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Black glass
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

11126 White glass

VC CODE SIZE mm COLOUR   DESCRIPTION

NCG-70450 350 Olive  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70460 350 Jeans  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70510 350 Marble  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70601 450 Black  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70602 450 White  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70790 450 Oak  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70792 450 Walnut  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70801 100 Black  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70802 100 Jeans  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70803 100 Olive  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-70850 100 Oak  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass

NCG-11126 1000 White  Naga NORD CIRCULAR mag Glass





SIGNAGE

Message Board with Pine Frame 
500 x 700 mm. Black felt with a wooden frame.
149 pcs. changeable white letters and numbers.
Letter board is ready for hanging with mounted hook on the 
back side. It is perfect for those who love to personalize their 
home and is also very useful in offices, cafes and restaurants.
Extra sets of letters be purchased separately.

Blackboard 
with Pine 
Frame 
800 x 600 mm. 

10916

19001

16400

World map 
glass, White
800 x 550 mm. 
with write on/wipe 
off function

VC CODE SIZE mm COLOUR   DESCRIPTION

NLB-10916 500 x 700 Black   Message Board with Pine Frame

NLB-23960 White  149 Letters & Numbers

NCB-19001 800 x 600 Black  Blackboard with Pine Frame

NGM-16400 800 x 550 Black/White  World Glass map - magnetic





ACCESSORIES

23954
Board Cleaner
with holder 100 ml.
For NAGA glass board.

23955
Board Cleaner 100 ml.
Ideal for glass board
and white board.
And as refill for bottle
holder for glass board.

Accessories 
Ideal for glass boards

Board Cleaner 

Fasten the pen holder by
pushing it up on the front
and the back of your
NAGA glass board.

Your pen holder fits perfectly on the 
bottom edge of your glass board.

23956
Pen Holder
130 x 48 x 25 mm.
For NAGA glass board.

VC CODE SIZE mm COLOUR   DESCRIPTION

NAC-23956 130 x 48 Black   Pen Tray - clip on

NAB-23951 60 x 60 x 60 Black   Magnetic Box

NAC-23908 80 Black   Magnetic Clock

NMF-23909 55 x 55 Black   Magnetic Photo Frame

NAE-23901 50 x 50 Black   Magnetic Eraser for GLASS

NCB-23933 Black   Chalk holder - with 12 chalk sticks

NAC-23954 Black   Cleaning fluid with Pen Cup

NAC-23955 Black   Cleaning fluid - 100ml

NAM-20320 Oak   Round Oak magnets (3)

NAM-20308 Blue   Round Blue & Green magnets (2)

NAM-20309 Purple   Round Purp & Ornge magnets (2)

NAM-23912 Silver   Magnet Rings for 4.5mm pens (6)

NGM-22120 Green Yellow   Fluro Markers  Grn Yell - 4.5mm (2)

NGM-22121 Pink  Orange   Fluro Markers  Pnk  Org - 4.5mm (2)

NGM-22115 Black   Markers - Black (2)  4.5mm

NGM-22116 White   Markers - White (2)  4.5mm



23909
Super Strong Magnetic Frame
55 x 55 mm.
Image size 35 x 35 mm.
Ideal for a glass board.
1 pcs.

23908
Super Strong
Magnetic Clock
Dia. 80 mm.
Ideal for a glass board.
1 pcs.

23901
Super Strong
Magnetic
Eraser
50 x 50 mm. 
Ideal for a glass board.
1 pcs.

Super
Strong

Super
Strong

Can be used for any magnetic board.

Super Strong Magnetic Accessories 
Ideal for glass boards

23951
Super Strong Magnetic Box
60 x 60 x 60 mm.
Ideal for a glass board.
1 pcs.

Super
Strong

23912
Rings for markers
6 pcs. for 4,5 mm.
(magnets not included)

Make your marker magnetic:
A ring mounted on a marker and
fixed on the board with a magnet.
(magnets not included)

Markers 
Ideal for decorating and writing 
on glass, whiteboard, windows,
glossy board, mirror and almost 
all non-porous surfaces.

22115
Chalk Marker, 4,5 mm.
Black
2 pcs.

22116
Chalk Marker, 4,5 mm.
White
2 pcs.

22121
Chalk Marker, 4,5 mm.
Pink and Orange
2 pcs.

22120
Chalk Marker, 4,5 mm.
Green and Yellow
2 pcs.

4,5 mm. is with reversible
nip from bullet to chisel point.

23933
Chalk holder

Inclusive 12 pcs. chalk

20320 Super Strong Magnet, Oak, Wood
Dia. 2 cm. 3 pcs.

Super
Strong

20308cSuper Strong Magnet, 
Round Polyresin
Dia. 30 mm.
Green and Blue
2 pcs.

20309 Super Strong Magnet, 
Round Polyresin
Dia. 30 mm. 
Purple and Orange
2 pcs.
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